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Economics For South African Students 5th Edition
This is a book on market law and policy in sub-Saharan Africa. It shows how markets can be
harnessed by poorer and developing economies to help make the markets work for them: to help
them integrate into the world economy and raise the standard of living for their people while
preserving their values of inclusive development. It studies particular countries and particular
regions, delving deeply into the facts.
This book investigates the South African business cycle and its links to structural change in
the economy. Against the backdrop of the democratic transition in 1994 and the global financial
crisis, the authors study how business cycles in South Africa have changed and how cycles are
related to key developments in the financial markets, international trade and business sentiment
in the country. By focusing on peaks and troughs in economic activity – so-called ‘turning-point
cycles’ – the book links up with the common approach of international policymakers to studying
fluctuations in economic activity. The authors also introduce new approaches to measuring phases
of the business cycle (to understand slow recoveries after the global crisis), provide
comprehensive descriptions to complement quantitative analyses, and utilize new data sources
that allow the measurement of economic activity over longer periods. As such, the book provides
the first integrated overview of business cycles in an emerging market, providing academics and
policymakers with a better understanding of the measurement challenges and drivers of the cycle.
What do you need to know about financial innovation, financial liberalisation and deregulation?
Do you know what purpose monetary policy serves in the economy? What is the role of interest
rates?
Furthermore, what role can international trade and investment play in spurring economic growth
in South Africa, alleviating the country's poverty and promoting a more equitable distribution
of wealth? These are some of the questions that came under the spotlight at an international
conference organised in 1993 by The Aspen Institute and IDASA (The Institute for a Democratic
Alternative for South Africa). At this conference, held in South Africa, a number of leading
economists and policy advisers from the United States, Asia, Latin America and Africa met to
stimulate discussion about a range of critical issues facing the South African economy in the
years ahead.
This book traces the personal and intellectual histories of six remarkable women
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anthropologists, using a rich cocktail of new archival sources.
Conclusion: Consequences -- Bibliography -- Index
"A comprehensive introduction to economics in general; set against a contemporary South African
background. Covers all the material usually prescribed for introductory courses and lays a solid
foundation for intermediate and advanced studies. Includes new In the real world inserts by 24
experts in various fields of economics as well as a bonus chapter online. Aimed at economics
students.."--Publisher's website
The South African Economy, 1910–90
South African Economic Policy Under Democracy
From SASO to SANSCO, 1968-1990
Black Student Politics, Higher Education and Apartheid
An Introduction for South African Learners
Political Economy of Post-apartheid South Africa
South African Workbook for Economics
The Oxford Companion to the Economics of South Africa
Money from Nothing
Business Cycles and Structural Change in South Africa
Economics – An Introduction for South African Learners aims to provide students with a basic understanding of
the subject and to provide a foundation to help them to further their study in the field. It presents economics in
an interesting and accessible way by focusing on the current debates. This practical book has sections designed
to build the learners’ academic skills and it includes topics such as essay writing, the use of graphs and critical
reading. Based on the author’s extensive teaching experience, it has been written specifically for entry-level
economics students and those wishing to gain a udimentary understanding of the subject.
The book, made up of three parts, covers a wide spectrum of political economy issues on post-apartheid South
Africa. Although the text is mainly descriptive, to explain various areas of the political economy of post-apartheid
South Africa, the first and the last parts provide illuminating insights on the kind of society that is emerging
during the twenty-one years of democracy in the country. The book discusses important aspects of the political
history of apartheid South Africa and the evolution of post-apartheid society, including an important recap of the
history of southern Africa before colonialism. The text is a comprehensive description of numerous political
economy phenomena since South Africa gained its political independence and covers some important themes that
have not been discussed in detail in other publications on post-apartheid South Africa. The book also updates
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earlier work of the author on policy and law making, land and agriculture, education and training as well as on
poverty and inequality in post-apartheid South Africa thereby providing a wide-ranging overview of the socioeconomic development approaches followed by the successive post-apartheid administrations. Interestingly, three
chapters focus on various aspects of the post-apartheid South African economy: economic policies, economic
empowerment and industrial development. Through the lens of the notion of democratic developmental state and
taking apartheid colonialism as a point of departure, the book suggests that, so far, post-apartheid South Africa
has mixed socio-economic progress. The author’s extensive experience in the South African government ensures
that the book has policy relevance while it is also theoretically sound. The text is useful for anyone who wants to
understand the totality of the policies and legislation as well as the political economy interventions pursued since
1994 by the South African Government.
Over the last two decades, South Africa has accomplished enormous social progress by bringing to millions of
citizens access to key public services. Nevertheless, growth has trended down markedly recently due to
constraints on the supply side. Low growth has led to the stagnation of GDP per capita, and persistent high
unemployment and inequalities. The economy faces many structural challenges while high inflation limits room
for monetary policy support and high public debt constrains public spending. South Africa needs structural
reforms that would boost the potential of the economy, in particular, broadening competition, limiting the size
and grip of state-owned enterprises on the economy, and improving the quality of the education system. Greater
regional integration could provide new opportunities for growth by expanding market size. South African firms
are well placed to benefit from deeper integration. However, lowering tariffs and non-tariffs barriers on trade,
developing regional infrastructure and harmonising regulations are needed to foster regional integration. More
entrepreneurs and thriving small businesses would contribute to inclusive growth and job creation. Barriers to
entrepreneurship include bureaucratic procedures and licensing, which are also an ongoing burden on small
firms. An education system that better equippes students with basic and entrepreneurial skills would grow the
pipeline of entrepreneurs. A better evidence base is crucial for more effective financial and non-financial support
programmes to boost start-up rates and small firms’ growth. SPECIAL FEATURES: DEEPENING REGIONAL
INTEGRATION; BOOSTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP
In this book, Franklin Obeng-Odoom seeks to debunk the existing explanations of inequalities within Africa and
between Africa and the rest of the world using insights from the emerging field of stratification economics. Using
multiple sources - including archival and historical material and a wide range of survey data - he develops a
distinctive approach that combines traditional institutional economics, such as social protection and reasonable
value, property and the distribution of wealth with other insights into Africa's development. While looking at the
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Africa-wide situation, Obeng-Odoom also analyses the experiences of inequalities within specific countries; he
primarily focuses on Ghana while also drawing on experiences in Botswana and Mauritius. Comprehensive and
engaging, Property, Institutions, and Social Stratification in Africa is a useful resource for teaching and research
on Africa and the Global South.
The quality of education is pivotal for the production of human capital and this cannot be compromised by failing
to refocus on the quality of education offered in schools. The inputs in the system such as trained and motivated
teachers, buildings and classrooms including sanitation, clean water, instructional material such as textbooks, as
well as strong leadership with vision to steer the winds of change are important in providing the desired
outcomes. The chapters in this volume are broadly divided into three subsections as follows: learner related
issues, (farm and rural schools, poverty and schooling, school violence, and students rights); teacher related
issues,(teacher morale and motivation, teachers for all schools, management needs of school principals); and
administrative/policy related issues (inclusive education, and school community relations). The social demand for
better schools, effective principals, qualified and committed teachers and better opportunities for all place a
huge challenge to provinces and the state to protect the rights of all citizens. This volume sets out the challenges
facing the education system in South Africa, such as poor school infrastructure, poor learning conditions, and a
lack of learning materials and provides recommendations on how some of these can be overcome.
This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International licence. It is free to
read at Oxford Scholarship Online and offered as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access
locations. Unevenness and inequalities form a central fact of African economic experiences. This book challenges
conventional wisdoms about economic performance and possible policies for economic development in African
countries, using the striking variation in economic performance as a starting point. African Economic
Development: Evidence, Theory, and Policy highlights not only difference between countries, but also variation
within countries. It focuses on issues relating to gender, class, and ethnic identity, such as neo-natal mortality,
school dropout, and horticultural and agribusiness exports. Variations in these areas point to opportunities for
changing perfomance, reducing reducing inequalities, learning from other policy experiences, and escaping the
ties of structure and the legacies of a colonial past. African Economic Development rejects teleological illusions
and Eurocentric prejudice, criticizing a range of orthodox and heterodox economists for their cavalier attitude to
evidence. Instead, it shows that seeing the contradictions of capitalism for what they are - fundamental and
enduring - may help policy officials protect themselves against the misleading idea that development can be
expected to be a smooth, linear process, or that it would be if certain impediments were removed. Drawing on
decades of research and policy experience, this book combines careful use of available evidence from a range of
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African countries with economic insights to make the policy case for specific types of public sector investment.
South Africa's leading economists adopt within this volume a sectoral approach in their analysis of the drastic
changes that have occurred within the South African economy since 1970. The book illustrates how, despite its
sophisticated infrastructure, the South African economy has shared in the economic decline - resulting from
misguided economic policies - that has been the experience of Sub-Saharan Africa. The contributors argue that
the failure of manufacturing to maintain the country's economic growth, once the output of the gold mines began
to decline, is central to an understanding of events and outcomes in the economy. Government policy towards
manufacturing has played a major part in the decline of the South African economy, but this has, however, tended
to be overlooked as a result of the turbulence generated by the political events unfolding in South Africa.
Economics of South African Townships
Economics
Socio-Economic Rights in South Africa
Pact, Academic Core and Coordination
Monetary Economics in South Africa
Trends in E-learning
Class, Race, and Inequality in South Africa
Geography and Economy in South Africa and its Neighbours
An Economic History of South Africa
Resistance and the Uprising of 16 June 1976

This book presents a collection of different researches and results on "e-learning". The chapters cover the deficiencies,
requirements, advantages and disadvantages of e-learning and distance learning. So, the authors reported their
research and analysis results on "e-learning" according to their areas of expertise.
Economics for South African Students
This title is an up-to-date approach to South African public economic theory and practice, incorporating structural
reforms of the tax system. The text describes the role of government in shaping the economy and discusses the role it
should play.
Universities and economic development in Africa: Pact, academic core and coordination draws together evidence and
synthesises the findings from eight African case studies. The three key findings presented in this report are as follows:
1. There is a lack of clarity and agreement (pact) about a development model and the role of higher education in
development, at both national and institutional levels. There is, however, an increasing awareness, particularly at
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government level, of the importance of universities in the global context of the knowledge economy. 2. Research
production at the eight African universities is not strong enough to enable them to build on their traditional
undergraduate teaching roles and make a sustained contribution to development via new knowledge production. A
number of universities have manageable student-staff ratios and adequately qualifi ed staff, but inadequate funds for
staff to engage in research. In addition, the incentive regimes do not support knowledge production. 3. In none of the
countries in the sample is there a coordinated effort between government, external stakeholders and the university to
systematically strengthen the contribution that the university can make to development. While at each of the
universities there are exemplary development projects that connect strongly to external stakeholders and strengthen
the academic core, the challenge is how to increase the number of these projects. The project on which this report is
based forms part of a larger study on Higher Education and Economic Development in Africa, undertaken by the
Higher Education Research and Advocacy Network in Africa (HERANA). HERANA is coordinated by the Centre for
Higher Education Transformation in South Africa.
In 1994 South Africa saw the end of apartheid. The new era of political freedom was seen as the foundation for
economic prosperity and inclusion. The last two decades have seen mixed results. Economic growth has been volatile.
While inequalities in public services have been reduced, income inequality has increased, and poverty has remained
stagnant. As the twentieth anniversary of the transition to democracy approaches in 2014, the economic policy
debates in South Africa are in full flow. They combine a stocktake of the various programs of the last two decades with
a forward looking discussion of strategy in the face of an ever open but volatile global economy. Underlying the
discourse are basic and often unresolved differences on an appropriate strategy for an economy like South Africa, with
a strong natural resource base but with deeply entrenched inherited inequalities, especially across race. This volume
contributes to the policy and analytical debate by pulling together perspectives on a range of issues: micro, macro,
sectoral, country wide and global, from leading economists working on South Africa. Other than the requirement that
it be analytical and not polemical, the contributors were given freedom to put forward their particular perspective on
their topic. The economists invited are from within South Africa and from outside; from academia and the policy
world; from international and national level economic policy agencies. The contributors include recognized world
leaders in South African economic analysis, as well as the very best of the younger crop of economists who are
working on the study of South Africa, the next generation of leaders in thought and policy.
This book examines five hundred years of South African economic history.
The embrace of socio-economic rights in South Africa has featured prominently in scholarship on constitution making,
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legal jurisprudence and social mobilisation. But the development has attracted critics who claim that this turn to rights
has not generated social transformation in practice. This book sets out to assess one part of the puzzle and asks what
has been the role and impact of socio-economic strategies used by civil society actors. Focusing on a range of socioeconomic rights and national trends in law and political economy, the book's authors show how socio-economic rights
have influenced the development of civil society discourse and action. The evidence suggests that some strategies
have achieved material and political impact but this is conditional on the nature of the claim, degree of mobilisation
and alliance building, and underlying constraints.
Public Economics for South African Students
South Africa and the World Economy in the 1990s
Conquest, Discrimination, and Development
Universities and Economic Development in Africa
The Economics of Health Equity
Property, Institutions, and Social Stratification in Africa
Special Focus on Diepsloot
An Integrated View
The Decline of the South African Economy
Economics for South African Students
This book is about equity in health and health care. It explores why, despite being seen as an important goal, health equity has not
made more progress within countries and globally, and what needs to change for there to be greater success in delivering
fairness. An international team of eminent experts from primarily the field of health economics describe how equity in health and
health care might develop over the next decade. They examine existing and past barriers to promoting equity, citing case
examples, and covering issues including access to health services and inequalities between and within countries. The analyses
are detailed, but the issues are approached in an accessible fashion, highlighting the factors of common international relevance.
This book provides a manifesto for achieving health equity for the future. It will be essential reading for health and social policy
makers, and health academics nationally and internationally.
The distribution of incomes in South Africa in 2004, ten years after the transition to democracy, was probably more unequal than it
had been under apartheid. In this book, Jeremy Seekings and Nicoli Nattrass explain why this is so, offering a detailed and
comprehensive analysis of inequality in South Africa from the midtwentieth century to the early twenty-first century. They show that
the basis of inequality shifted in the last decades of the twentieth century from race to class. Formal deracialization of public policy
did not reduce the actual disadvantages experienced by the poor nor the advantages of the rich. The fundamental continuity in
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patterns of advantage and disadvantage resulted from underlying continuities in public policy, or what Seekings and Nattrass call
the “distributional regime.” The post-apartheid distributional regime continues to divide South Africans into insiders and outsiders.
The insiders, now increasingly multiracial, enjoy good access to well-paid, skilled jobs; the outsiders lack skills and employment.
An important and timely contribution to rapidly growing competition law in South Africa, this study meets the need for critical
evaluation of the developments in the field since the Competition Act came into force in 1999. Chapters cover vital questions
ranging from broad policy considerations to technical issues in the main areas of competition evaluation, namely merger
assessment, abuse-of-dominance enforcement, and the detection and prosecution of cartels. The book reflects on the maturing
South African competition law regime and discusses a framework for promotion competition in electronic communications; vertical
arithmetic and its application in vertical mergers; price discrimination in input markets; the empirical differences between collusion,
parallelism, and competition; and the role of information exchange in facilitating collusion.
Black Student Politics, Higher Education and Apartheid examines two black national student political organisations - the South
African National Students' Congress (SANSCO) and the South African Students' Organisation (SASO), popularly associated with
Black Consciousness. It analyses the ideologies, politics and organisation of SASO and SANSCO and their intellectual, political
and social determinants. It also analyses their role in the educational, political and social spheres, and the factors that shaped their
activities. Finally, it assesses their contributions to the popular struggle against apartheid education as well as against race, class
and gender oppression.
"The Index benchmarks national gender gaps on economic, political, education- and health-based criteria, and provides country
rankings that allow for effective comparisons across regions and income groups, over time"--P. 3.
The theme of the book is how efficient economic organisation with clearly defined property rights in the framework of a market
economy has made possible the development of the South African economy. The book is divided into three periods: 1910-33,
1933-61 and 1961-90. Each of them begins with a brief survey of the growth of population and GDP which is then followed by a
more detailed sectoral analysis. The book represents an important general survey of the South African economy in the twentieth
century and as such will be required reading for all interested in the making of the modern South African economy.
Money from Nothing explores the dynamics surrounding South Africa's national project of financial inclusion—dubbed "banking the
unbanked"—which aimed to extend credit to black South Africans as a critical aspect of broad-based economic enfranchisement.
Through rich and captivating accounts, Deborah James reveals the varied ways in which middle- and working-class South
Africans' access to credit is intimately bound up with identity, status-making, and aspirations of upward mobility. She draws out the
deeply precarious nature of both the aspirations and the economic relations of debt which sustain her subjects, revealing the
shadowy side of indebtedness and its potential to produce new forms of oppression and disenfranchisement in place of older
ones. Money from Nothing uniquely captures the lived experience of indebtedness for those many millions who attempt to improve
their positions (or merely sustain existing livelihoods) in emerging economies.
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African Economic Development
Socio-economic Rights in South Africa
The Road to Soweto
Challenges and Issues facing the Education System in South Africa
Making Markets Work for Africa
Business Economics for South African Students
Markets, Development, and Competition Law in Sub-Saharan Africa
Symbols Or Substance?
Economics for South African Students and South African Workbook for Economics
Student Book

"The book is aimed primarily at correspondence students, although students at residential universities will
probably find it useful as well. It aims to give students practice with more technical and mathematical problems.
While some questions are typical test and exam questions, others are more like tutorials. The tutorial-style
questions have been designed to 'lead one along' and to highlight some of the finer points which may not be
immediately obvious."--Preface.
A comprehensive introduction to economics, which demystifies the subject and also serves as a reference work
for economists. The book covers all the material usually prescribed for introductory courses and lays a solid
foundation for intermediate and advanced studies in economics.
"Like its predecessors, the sixth edition of Economics for South African students is a comprehensive
introduction to economics in general, set against a contemporary South African background. The easy style and
many practical examples make this publication extremely accessible. The book covers all the material usually
prescribed for introductory courses, and it lays a solid foundation for intermediate and advanced studies in
economics. The sixth edition is a unique textbook. A number of experts have contributed short pieces under the
collective title In the real world. We trust that these examples and case studies will be put to good use by
lecturers (eg in discussion classes) while also providing students with more practical material to enhance their
coursework."--Back cover.
The dismantling of the apartheid regime in South Africa caused massive transformation in both geographical
and economic terms, not only in this country but also in the region as a whole. As the post-apartheid
government enters its second term, this captivating volume assesses its progress in unravelling the geography
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of apartheid, both in South Africa itself and in its relationships with other countries in Southern Africa and
Africa. It also considers the ways in which South Africa, now that it is no longer a pariah state, has begun to
position itself within the current global economy. Examining South Africa’s land and agriculture, mining and
minerals, manufacturing, tourism, corporate finance, the labour market and transport, the volume discusses the
challenges of balancing growth and redistribution, the extent and nature of progress, change and relationships
within the regional and global economy. A compelling investigation into the economics of South Africa's
neighbouring states in relation to their natural resources, colonialism and inter-relationships with themselves
and with South Africa leads to a focus on the region as a whole and its relations with the global economy.
Countries everywhere are divided within into two distinct spatial realms: one urban, one rural. Classic models of
development predict faster growth in the urban sector, causing rapid migration from rural areas to cities, lifting
average incomes in both places. The situation in South Africa throws up an unconventional challenge. The
country has symptoms of a spatial realm that is not not rural, not fully urban, lying somewhat in limbo. This is
the realm of the country’s townships and informal settlements (T&IS). In many ways, the townships and
especially the informal settlements are similar to developing world slums, although never was a slum formed
with as much central planning and purpose as were some of the larger South African townships. And yet, there
is something distinct about the T&IS. For one thing, unlike most urban slums, most T&IS are geographically
distant from urban economic centers. Exacerbated by the near absence of an affordable public transport
system, this makes job seeking and other forms of economic integration prohibitively expensive. Motivated by
their uniqueness and their special place in South African economic and social life, this study seeks to develop a
systematic understanding of the structure of the township economy. What emerges is a rich information base on
the migration patterns to T&IS, changes in their demographic profiles, their labor market characteristics, and
their access to public and financial services. The study then look closely at Diepsloot, a large township in the
Johannesburg Metropolitan Area, to bring out more vividly the economic realities and choices of township
residents. Given the current dichotomous urban structure, modernizing the township economy and enabling its
convergence with the much richer urban centers has the potential to unleash significant productivity gains.
Breaking out of the current low-level equilibrium however will require a comprehensive and holistic policy
agenda, with significant complementarities among the major policy reforms. While the study tells a rich and
coherent story about development patterns in South African townships and points to some broad policy
directions, its research and analysis will generally need to be deepened before being translated into direct policy
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action.
South Africa experienced a momentous change of government from the Apartheid regime to its first democratic
government in 1994. This book provides an up-to-date and comprehensive assessment of South Africa's
economic policies and performance under democracy. The book includes a stand-alone introduction and
economic overview, as well as chapters on growth, monetary and exchange rate policy and fiscal policy, on
capital flows and trade policy, on investment and industrial and competition policy, on the effect of AIDs in the
macroeconomy, and on unemployment, education and inequality and poverty. Each chapter, and the overview
chapter in particular, also addresses prospects for the future.
Evidence, Theory, and Policy
Indebtedness and Aspiration in South Africa
The Global Gender Gap Report 2008
Pioneers of the Field
The Development of Competition Law and Economics in South Africa
Principles of Economics for South African Students
OECD Economic Surveys: South Africa 2017
South Africa's Women Anthropologists
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